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FOREWORD

This volume contains the fruits of a conference organized at the Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften in Vienna on 23–25 October 2013. We brought together 15 specialists on the history of medieval Judaism to discuss the legacy of Bernhard Blumenkranz. Bernhard Blumenkranz was born in Vienna in 1913 to a family of Polish Jews. He went to France at about the time of the Anschluss; he was arrested and placed in the Gurs prison camp in Pyrénées Atlantique, where the Vichy government interred foreign-born Jews. He escaped from Gurs and made his way to Switzerland, where he stayed out the war in Basel and prepared a doctorate at the University of Basel on the portrayal of Jews in the works of Augustine.

After the war, he moved to France and wrote a thèse d’État entitled ‘Juifs et chrétiens dans le monde occidental, 430–1096’ (Jews and Christians in the Western World, 430–1096). Through his numerous publications and through the foundation of two important research institutions (the Mission française des archives juives in 1961, and the « Nouvelle Gallia Judaica » in 1971), he revitalized the study of Jewish history in France and in Europe. His many publications and his teaching had a profound impact on the scholarship concerning medieval Jewish history and on the history of anti-Judaism and anti-Semitism. Most of his rich production falls into three areas. His earliest work deals with Christian perceptions of Jews and Jewish-Christian relations in the early Middle Ages: from Augustine to the first crusade. Much of this work involved the close study of Latin texts, for some of which he produced critical editions (notably Gilbert Crispin’s Disputatio judei et christiani, published in Utrecht in 1956). His second major field of research, beginning in the 1960s, was the place of Jews in Medieval Christian iconography. Finally, towards the end of his career, he wrote extensively about the history of the Jews in France, from the Middle Ages to the modern era.

In all of these areas, Bernhard Blumenkranz’s work was fundamental in reassessing and in reinvigorating research. A generation of scholars has been profoundly influenced by his work, and much of the work in these three fields over the past fifty years has been built on the foundations that he laid. In some cases his conclusions have been called into question or nuanced: for example on the First

---

1 This brief biography is based on 'Blumenkranz, Bernhard', in Dictionnaire encyclopédique du Judaïsme, Geoffrey Wigoder and Sylvie Anne Goldberg, ed. (Paris: R. Laffont, 1996) and on Gilbert Dahan’s preface to Bernhard Blumenkranz, Juifs et chrétiens dans le monde occidental, 430–1096 (Leuven: Peeters, 2006).
Crusade as a break between an early Medieval Christian society largely tolerant of Jews and a later Medieval society overwhelmingly hostile. But even where scholars have argued against his positions, they have acknowledged their fundamental debt to the questions he posed and to his ground-breaking research in the field.


We would like to thank all of those who made possible this conference and this publication. The conference grew out of an international European collaboration. In France, we benefitted from the contribution of the JACOV team (« De Juifs à Chrétiens : aux origines des valeurs ») at the University of Toulouse, the Nouvelle Gallia Judaica (a research unit founded by Bernhard Blumenkranz) and the Maison des Sciences de l’Homme Ange Guépin in Nantes. Our Austrian partners were the Historisch-Kulturwissenschaftliche Fakultät of the Universität Wien; the Institut für Geschichte of the Universität Wien; the Institut für Österreichische Geschichte embedded at the same University; the Institute for Jewish History in Austria, and last but not least the Institut für Mittelalterforschung der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, which hosted the conference (with special thanks to Walter Pohl). Franco-Austrian help came from the Institut Français de Vienne. Particular thanks go to Nicolas Stefanni in Nantes and Karin Jirik in Vienna for their handling of the logistics. Last but not least, thanks to the European Research Council (ERC), which provided funding.
through the RELMIN project (The Legal Status of Religious Minorities in the Euro-Mediterranean World, Fifth-Fifteenth Centuries). Our thanks also to Brepols and in particular to Loes Dierckken for help with the publication.

This volume is part of a wider reflection, as the seventh volume of the collection ‘Religion and law in Medieval Christian and Muslim Societies’ on social and legal status of religious minorities in the Medieval world. The first volume, The Legal Status of Dhimmī-s in the Islamic West, published in 2013, examined the laws regarding Christian and Jews living in Islamic societies of Europe and the Maghreb and the extent to which such legal theory translate into concrete measures regulating interreligious relations. The second volume in this series (published in 2014), was devoted to Jews in Early Christian Law: Byzantium and the Latin West, 6th-11th centuries. Volume 3, Religious cohabitation in European towns (10th-15th centuries), was published in 2014, as was volume 4, a monograph by Clara Maillard entitled Les papes et le Maghreb aux XIIIème et XIVème siècles: Étude des lettres pontificales de 1199 à 1419. Volume 5 (2015) was devoted to Expulsion and Diaspora Formation: Religious and Ethnic Identities in Flux from Antiquity to the Seventeenth Century, whereas volume 6 (2015), opening up comparative perspectives from the Middle Ages to the twentieth century, addresses Religious minorities, integration and the State. Subsequent volumes, to be published in 2016, are Law and Religious minorities in Medieval Societies: between theory and praxis; and Medieval Minorities: Law and Multiconfessional Societies in the Middle Ages. And the RELMIN database continues to make available online key legal sources of the Middle Ages concerning religious minorities.4

Philippe Buc, Martha Keil and John Tolan

---

4 http://www.cn-telma.fr/relmin/.
II

CONVERSION AND PROSELYTISM

Martha Keil

University of Vienna and Institute for Jewish History in Austria

In his article ‘Jüdische und christliche Konvertiten im jüdisch-christlichen Religionsgespräch des Mittelalters’, published in German in 1966, Bernhard Blumenkranz recalls the situation of the Jews who had been forcefully baptised in Visigothic Spain around the year 800:

Und wie wenn der anfängliche Zwang bei der Zuführung zum Christentum nicht genügt hätte, so kam nun auch noch die polizeimäßige Überwachung und Bespitzelung und alle anderen Ausnahmegesetze für diese Neukristen hinzu […]

[and as if the original coercion involved in their steering to Christianity had not been enough, it was now followed by police-like surveillance and spying as well as all other extraordinary laws for New Christians […]].

More than 40 years later, Benjamin Scheller (Berlin) researched the fate of those Jews and their descendants who, in the Kingdom of Naples, after severe persecution, were coerced to conversion in 1292. This involved more than 20 Jewish communities, particularly in the Apulian seaport of Trani. Scheller noted that all the members of that socio-religious group had been marked or stigmatised for 200 years with the label *neofiti* (neophytes), *christiani novi* or *christiani novelli* (new Christians). Although some of them played an active and even leading role in the administration of the city and in the whole kingdom, they had continued to live in a special quarter (Iudeyaca, Guidecca), and had had to face accusations of heresy. In three waves, 1495 (accompanied by a pogrom), again in 1510, and finally in 1514, these *non boni christiani* (not-good Christians) were forced to leave southern Italy together with the Jews.


Basic questions

The first question which I would like to answer in this paper relates to the status of those Jews who were forcefully baptised during the Viennese Geserah of 1420/21: Did they remain stigmatised as converts – in a ‘Semantik der Differenz’, as Scheller calls it.3 Did they live separate lives from the ‘old Christians’? Did they marry exclusively within their secluded group? Were they subject to special rights and restrictions? Were they mistrusted in terms of the reliability of their Christianity, and were they continuously considered heirs to the murderers of Christ (as had been noted by Jonathan Elukin using English sources)?4 What can be said about the integration and affiliation of those New Christians when looking at Austrian sources after 1421? Where did they live and whom did they get married to?

In his famous 1988 book, *Pest, Geißler und Judenmorde*, Frantisek Graus answered quite straightforwardly my second question: ‘Economically, the New Christian was often faced with ruin’ (‘Ökonomisch stand der „neue Christ“ oft vor dem Nichts’).3 But this statement still leaves much open: What kind of new living conditions were the converts confronted with? Directly after a voluntary conversion, the baptised would lose the inheritance of Jewish parents, and therefore any basis for a new life.4 During the Geserah, the forcefully baptised were even more confronted with that fact insofar as the entire Jewish population had been dispossessed of its assets, which had been confiscated by duke Albrecht V. The prohibition on taking interest ‘amongst brethren’ – in this case amongst Christians and New Christians – required the converts to search for a new source of income. Do the sources provide us with information on a second career as Christians? And a related issue: were the converts given access to schools, education, skilled crafts, trades and offices?

---

3 Scheller, *Stadt der Neuchristen*, p. 311.
Methodologically, one pragmatic issue is how our target population can be identified as such within the sources: the first name does not give any indication regarding religious affiliation. Baptised Jews had Christian standard names such as Matthias or Caspar, Daniel or Johannes (John), Paul, Thomas, Michael and also Jakob, Barbara, Elisabeth, Katharina or Magdalena. Almost never do they have bynames such as Jud, Judeus, Judenkopf or similar. All these bynames present in the university registers from the middle of the fifteenth century yet apparently refer to ‘old’ Christians. As early as 1136, the ‘Traditionskodex’ of the Klosterneuburg monastery mentions an Ernestus iudeus, at a time when there was not any Jewish settlement in Austria. Neither an apparently ‘Jewish’ byname, nor the new name of a baptised Jew can be expected to give any indication concerning a religious identity that may have left behind. Nor is it to be assumed that names such as Unglaub (‘infidel’) or Wucherlein (‘small usurer’) – both of them are taken from the University register from the 1440ies – refer to Jews. Even Rudpertus Taufkind (‘godchild’) from Salzburg was not of Jewish origin and baptised as a child, as one might think, but came from a long-established Christian patrician family in Salzburg. His ancestor Konrad Taufkind was the first mayor mentioned by name (1370–1374) there. The derivation of his name is not known.

Baptised Jews and Jewesses can thus only be identified by the following unambiguous denominations in the sources I used: quondam judeus, judeus baptizatus, vormals judin gewesen (‘formerly Jewess), neukrist (‘New Christian’), taufter jud (‘baptised Jew’) and neophytus, neofitus or neophita/neofita, with the same suffix employed for males as well. Those identifiers have to be searched for, and unfortunately they have only rarely been included in the indexes of editions, which requires a precise and detailed search in our many sources.

---

10 Ibid., p. 395: Rudbertus Taufkind de Salzburga (sub dato 1450 October 13, natio Rhenenses).
12 See also Scheller, Stadt der Neukristen, 313–23.
**Historical Background: the Viennese Geserah 1420/21**

In order to give a time-line for the individual fates discussed below, a short overview of the events of the Viennese Geserah is necessary:

In a climate of growing hostility, and following a financial and political crisis which was mainly the result of the costs for the Hussite Wars and the planned wedding of Duke Albrecht V with the Emperor’s daughter Elisabeth, the Jewish population in Vienna and Lower Austria was arrested on May 23rd, 1420 on the orders of the Duke; it was then forced to convert under threat of death. According to the *Kleine Klosterneuburger Chronik* (‘Small Chronicle of Klosterneuburg’, written after 1428 and covering the time between 1322 and 1428), *ettlich* (‘numerous’) were baptised but among those, *ettlich* in turn reconverted to Judaism. They were then – according to this Chronicle, here our sole source – burnt to death as renegades. In September 1420, 800 destitute Jews were put on rafts on the river Danube and were left to drift downstream. Most of them were received partly in Hungary and partly – as will be shown later – in Pressburg/Bratislava. Many eventually reached Moravia or Bohemia. Once the Albrecht V had returned, in defeat, from Hussite Wars, wealthy Jews and Jewesses were tortured in order to reveal the hiding places of their treasures and to accept baptism – a fact that was reported by the Yiddish text *Wiener gesere* as well as by the theologian and Rektor of the University, Thomas Ebendorfer. His *Chronica Austriae* also mentions that some older people committed suicide rather than convert to Christianity. The ritual suicide *le-kiddush ha-shem* of a group of Jewish prisoners in the synagogue is described in much detail and with many topos in the *Wiener gesere*. In Jewish as well as Christian reports, the burning at the stake of between 210 (as reported by the *Wiener gesere*) and 240 Jews and Jewesses (as noted by the *Klosterneuburger Chronik*) took place at Erdberger Lände in today’s third district of Vienna. The execution was followed with considerable attendance and interest by the Christian population. Politically, this ‘cold-bloodedly organised political murder’ (Michael Töch14) was justified by the alleged collaboration of Jews with the Hussite enemy even though such a crime would have had to be punished with expulsion and not with execution. The burning at the stake was justified with reference to a Host desecration in Enns that had allegedly taken place years

---


before, and had astonishingly not been revealed earlier. The eviction and murder was then followed by an ‘eternal’ prohibition of settlement, which was upheld in Vienna for about 150 years.\(^{15}\)

**Individual Fates of Baptised Jews**

We cannot say for sure how many forced baptisms took place in the course of the Viennese Geserah. As already mentioned, the *Kleine Klosterneuburger Chronik* noted *ettlich* (‘numerous’) converts\(^ {16}\) in 1420, while the *Winer gesere* gives the impression of numerous affected people without mentioning numbers. An anonymous chronicle (the *Anonymi Viennensis Breve Chronicon Austriacum*) mentions *irer vil* (‘many of those’) baptised.\(^ {17}\) In contrast to the already mentioned case of Trani (Apulia), however, the Viennese baptised cannot be apprehended as a group and can only be grasped individually after a detailed search or by chance.

To anticipate our results, one can find 28 New Christians, identified by name or as anonymous individuals. Seventeen of them are men – of which four or five are German students at the University of Vienna – four are women and seven are children or youths. 22 of them were definitely baptised in due course of the *Geserah*. It is unclear whether the rare occurrence of female ‘New Christians’ is due to the Jewesses’ stronger fidelity to their beliefs. Even though the *Winer gesere* states that more women than men (110 as against 90) were among the victims, the lower representation in communal sources is connected to their legal status. It is mostly the husbands who were the actors in property transactions. Their wives were only mentioned by their first names and without further description. I am aware of the fact that we cannot pull valid statistics from the limited number of 28. The context does, however, allow for some conclusions due to comments and their context.


Baptised Women

Hanna, called Peltlin, being the widow of Peltl of Salzburg – he died before 1401 – ran her own lending business and owned a house in Vienna. Her daughter Lea apparently accepted baptism in 1420/21, but we do not know what happened to her second daughter Schöndl, a moneylender like her mother; no further information has been passed down. Being a Christian, Elisabeth/Lea did not inherit her mother’s house at Kurrentgasse 12. She was, however, given a possibly better house as a present by Albrecht V in April 1422 at Wipplingerstraße 12 (corner Stoß im Himmel). She can be identified as the new owner without any doubt: Elspeth die Newkrissinn, ewtann genant Lea, der Peltlin Judin tochter, hat gevangen nuzc und gewer ains haũß, gelegen in der Wildbercherstrass ze Wienn. (‘Elspeth the New Christian, earlier called Lea, daughter of the Jewess Peltlin, has won the profit and use of a house located on Wildbercherstrass [today 1st district, Wipplingerstraße] in Vienna’).

The source mentions neither a husband nor any children, nor do we know anything about her mother’s fate. Maybe Hanna died during the persecution, because as late as in August 1420, during the imprisonment of the wealthy Jews...
of Vienna, she confirmed the payment of a Viennese burgher’s debt. The New Christian Elisabeth did not live in isolation but received a house in an area that already had Christian neighbours in the days of the Viennese Jewish quarter. Before the Viennese Geserah, the building had belonged to Rabbi Meisterl, who is mentioned in the Winer gesere as having been subjected to torture.

The second baptised Jewess named in the Kleine Klosterneuburger Chronik had a similar fate:

Ein judin zu Closterneuburg liess sich tauffen und wardt genant Barbara, hat vorher zu der ehe den Schebelein juden gehabt, die nam darnach zu der ehe Niclasen den Lueger eines erbarn burgers sun, da derselb starb, da nam sie Niclasen den Lister eines burgers sun von Presburg.

[A Jewess at Klosterneuburg accepted baptism and was named Barbara; beforehand she had been married to the Jew Schebelein, afterwards she took Niclas den Lueger, who was the son of an honourable burgher, as husband. When he died, she took Niclas den Lister, son of a burgher from Pressburg/Bratislava as husband.]

We do not learn the Jewish name of this woman, nor did her husband Schebelein leave any trace in the sources according to today’s knowledge. It is remarkable, though, that she could immediately marry into the Christian bourgeoisie even though she brought with her three – also baptised – children. The latter are recorded in a different context. In November 1430, Barbara drew up a charter together with her children Thomas and Kathrei, and also in the name of their minor brother Jakob. They sold that half of their house on Nidern Markt which Albrecht V had given them because all four of them – Barbara and her three children – had converted to Christianity. The previous owner had been the Jew Lewein. The charter describes the procedure as follows:

26 Lohrmann, ‘Die Juden im mittelalterlichen Klosterneuburg’, p. 220, mentions a certain Manusch, son of a Schebelein, who granted numerous small loans of approximately 10 pounds around the year 1400. But Manusch was a bit too old to be Barbara’s son.
Barbara’s story was known in Klosterneuburg and seemed to the chronicler worth retelling. His account, however, only contains factual information (about the baptism and the two marriages), but no moral or even religious judgment. It can be assumed that Barbara had already had contact with Christian customers while being the wife of Scheblein – and that maybe her second husband, Niklas der Lueger, had been amongst them. Further, she was immediately integrated into Christian society socially as well as topographically. We do not know anything about the fate of Scheblein. Maybe he had already died before 1420, and his widow with her three children had then looked for safety among Christians.

The two women ended up coming off well from the catastrophe. But of course the context – violence and fear of death – renders irrelevant any discussion as to whether Lea or Barbara’s baptisms had been forced or voluntary.

Baptised Children

Barbara’s charter relates to the fate of her baptised Jewish children. The 1244 Judenordnung (ordinance which regulated the Jewish status), which Albrecht V had confirmed, had punished the abduction of Jewish children as theft: *Item si aliquis vel aliqua puerem iudei abduxerit, ut fur volumus condempnetur* (‘Likewise, if any man or woman should kidnap a Jewish child we wish that he be punished as a thief.’)\(^{29}\) Canon law either categorically prohibited the forced baptism of children  


or debated it as controversial.31 Even Pope Martin V, who, in a letter dated January 1st, 1421, prohibited under the threat of excommunication any forced baptism in general and the baptism of Jewish children below the age of 12 against the will of their parents,32 did not prevent Albrecht V from abducting Jewish children and having them baptised. The ducal measure not only aimed at the salvation of the children’s lives but predominantly at the salvation of their souls. Albrecht’s radical position in 1420/21 was consistent with the prevailing doctrine of his time. The theological faculty of the University of Vienna had already solidified its conviction that after forced baptism the religious belief and Christian faith, and with it the dogmas that could not be cognitively grasped, would eventually sink in and settle: ‘Unless you believe, you shall not understand...’ – thus the Viennese theologian Heinrich von Langenstein cited Augustin’s Nisi credideritis, non intellexit, referring to (but not citing literally) Isaiah 7. 9. Michael Shank used this scriptural verse as title for his famous book in 1988.33

What happened to the abducted Jewish children? We have in the abbot Martin von Leibitz a relatively ‘objective’ eyewitness of the burnings in March 12, 1421; he answered this question – quid de parvulis iudeorum? – in his Senatorium. The answer was structured like a dialogue between a senex and a juvenis and stated the following: ‘The children were spared the burning at the stake; some were handed over to monasteries where they were more useful than the others. Two of those saved children are even now priores at the nunneries of Himmelpfort and Sankt Magdalena.’34

33 Michael H. Shank, ‘Unless You Believe, You Shall Not Understand’. Logic, University, and Society in Late Medieval Vienna (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1988), pp. 119–89. Actually, this is not Isaiah’s correct verse; the translation of the King James Bible says: ‘If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established.’
I think we can accept this information as a fact, in particular as both nunneries are precisely named: the Premonstratensian nunnery of St. Agnes an der Himmelpforte and the nunnery of Sankt Magdalena vor dem Schottentor (today near the main building of the university), governed in accordance with the Augustinian rules.\textsuperscript{35} Ignaz Schwarz, whose still valuable monograph \textit{Das Wiener Ghetto} was published in 1909, already considered this information as valuable fact and tried to find out the names of those two women based on these two nunneries’ sources.\textsuperscript{36} He assumed – according to the knowledge available at the time – that Martin von Leibitz had still been alive in the 1470s, and he did find two prioresses for that time frame. However, Martin had already died in 1464, which made a certain Magdalena the only abbess of St. Agnes known by name – she was abbess between 1444 and 1463.\textsuperscript{37} The fact that Magdalena is not given the byname of a baptised Jewess in any of the documents does not mean that the conclusion drawn is wrong. For the nunnery \textit{Sankt Magdalena vor dem Schottentor} and for the period concerned, no names of abbesses have been passed down to us.\textsuperscript{38}

My colleague Eveline Brugger (St. Pölten) has brought to my attention a highly informative document bearing on the fate of baptised children. It describes a procedure that was certainly not uncommon: In March 1421, Provost Erhart at the Canons regular of St. Augustine, St. Andrä an der Traisen, confirmed the receipt of 50 pounds of Viennese Pfennig from Duke Albrecht V which the boy Matthias was to receive at the time of his coming of age.\textsuperscript{39} In January 1430 – maybe at the time of his 18th birthday, maybe earlier – Mathias New Kristen von Herczogenbuercch puertig (‘New Christian born in Herzogenburg’) confirmed that the provosts of the Convent of St. Andrä an der Traisen had liepleich inngehabt und in kristenleichen gelauben getzogen haben (‘lovingly looked after him and educated him in the Christian faith’) and had let him attend school to his


benefit and honour. Matthias had used for, and invested for various ventures the 50 pounds of his *gnedigen Herrn* (‘honoured Lord’) the Duke, plus other endowment (*vertigung*); he confirmed vis-à-vis the provost that he was not owed anything anymore.40 Therefore it was not only the convent that had been responsible for Matthias’ upbringing and livelihood, but also Albrecht V, the very same man who had presumably murdered his parents and had most certainly taken away from them ‘their only child, their property and their home country’ – as put in a nutshell by Eveline Brugger.41

The Rabbi’s Son

The only thing that we hear about the little son of a famous rabbi and victim of the *Geserah* – namely Rabbi Aron Blümlein, grandson of Israel of Krems and uncle of Rabbi Isserlein of Wiener Neustadt – comes from a Hebrew source, a responsum by Maharil of Mainz (d. 1427).42 A certain *Chaver Shimon* asked him whether an inheritance of 3 florins from Aron Blümlein could be passed on, as titled, to his son-in-law, Rabbi Murklein of Marburg (Maribor), and to other heirs or whether ‘his son who is amongst the goyim’ (*beno she-bein ha-goyim*) would have to be taken into consideration, too. Maharil decided that the inheritance could be paid out as Aron’s son had been ‘forced in his childhood’ (*be-tinokiut ne’enass*, i.e. forced baptism); he was therefore a ‘full Jew who had been taken prisoner by the goyim and had spent all his days in error (or: in unknown and unaware sin, *be-shogeg*)’. Thirteen years had passed since then – the responsum therefore dates to 1434 – and the boy had come of age to fulfil the commandments but had not returned in a ritual of atonement. Therefore, the money should be given to Rabbi Murklein for his yeshiva and he would pass it on to the *Gabbai*, the custodian of the alms (*Zedaka*) for poor *Bachurim*, Talmud students. The legal situation is thus somewhat ambiguous; while the forcefully baptised son is not entitled to an inheritance, the other heirs are to donate the money to a holy cause. Another baptised child, the ‘daughter of Lemlein hakham’ (‘the sage Lemlein’) is also mentioned in the responsum; she is ‘with the goyim and it is unknown what happened to her’.43

How did New Christians Make a Living?

‘[…] it is unknown what happened to her’. Maharil’s statement touches upon my second question: How did the New Christians earn money and which professional possibilities were open to them? The sources are not very helpful as they do not always mention the individuals’ professions. In August 1422, Jakob von Steyr, der peckh (‘the baker’), burgher of Vienna, and his wife Anna sold a house to dem erbern maister Gabrieln dem Newkristen (‘the honourable master Gabriel, the New Christian’) and his wife Anna and their heirs for the price of 45 pounds Pfennige.44 Apart from the term ‘New Christian’, the two attributes ‘honourable’ and ‘master’ are interesting. They are not at all discriminating but rather a sign of appreciation as a bourgeois business partner; unfortunately we do not know which trade Gabriel was working in. We also do not know whether his wife Anna was a baptised Jewess, too.

When looking at the entries in the land charge register for December 1435, the pattern repeats itself: Leopold Leyttesperger and his wife Anna sold their house at the Rotenturm in Vienna for 315 pounds Pfennige dem erbern Nicodemus dem Newenkrissten (‘to the honourable Nicodemus the New Christian’) and his heirs. The extremely high amount points to a particularly grand building.45 A small academic side-remark: Rudolf Geyer and Leopold Sailer, neither of them Jews, listed the two Newkristen in the register of their edition of 1931 amongst the Jews and not the Christians.46 Friedrich Pobenberger, alias Moyses der Vorsprech (an official at law court), was a third and seemingly well-integrated baptised Jew who set up his last will in 1427.47 The testament of Friedrich’s wife from 1429 further hardens the assumption that he had been a convert, for Ignaz Schwarz pointed out that she granted ainem Newn Kristen genant Jeronimus, den sie erczogen bat (‘a New Christian called Jeronimus whom she had brought up’) 20 pound Pfennige.48

We can only make assumptions about this family: was Jeronimus the biological son of Friedrich alias Moses? Was his wife also a baptised Jewess or had Friedrich married a Christian after his baptism? Regarding the fate of Jewish children this entry only discloses that they could not only be handed over to monasteries but also to private individuals for further education. A search in testaments with an eye to such aspects would certainly be worthwhile. We do

44 On the same day, master Gabriel the New Christian in Vienna and his wedded wife Ann (‘Maister Gabrield der Newkristen ze Wienn und Ann sein hausfraw’) sold two pound burgage tenure of this house to the nunnery of the Sisters of St. Clare; Geyer, Sailer, _Urkunden_, p. 533 nr. 1781 (sub dato: 1422 August 12) und 535 nr. 1782, same day.
45 Geyer, Sailer, _Urkunden_, p. 547 nr. 1820 (sub dato: 1435 December 12).
46 Geyer, Sailer, _Urkunden_, Register, p. 593; Gabriel and Anna; p. 603: Nicodemus.
not know the time of marriage but we can assume that the former Jew Friedrich had participated in the upbringing of Jeronimus – his Christianity seemed solid enough to educate a baptised Jewish child. There is no hint of mistrust in the strength of belief and reliability of the convert.

New Christians at the Viennese University

Of all things, we notice an absence of prejudice against New Christians within one of the leading institutions that propagated anti-Judaism in the late Middle Ages, the University of Vienna. A prime example for climbing its career ladder is Paulus de Mellico, Paul of Melk, a New Christian. He was Canon of St. Stephan in 1451, Dean in 1460 and 61, Vice Chancellor of the University in 1465 and Rector in 1451, 1457, 1461 and 1471.\(^4^9\) Up until now, as the records and registers of the Faculty of Arts for the years 1416–45 had yet not been edited, researchers had hardly noticed Paul of Melk’s Jewish origins. Among the numerous entries of his name within the registers and files of the University, only one refers to him as a neophitus. He is noted as baccalaureus at the Faculty of Arts in the winter semester of 1427: Paulus neophitus de mellico.\(^5^0\) For all subsequent entries his former religion is irrelevant. It is noteworthy that Paulus de Mellico had a byname – that of Leubman. This could refer to a Jewish name widely found in Austria, Lebman. There is even evidence to a Leubman, son of Josef, in Mödling – a small town south of Vienna – for the years between 1405 and 1408. This man worked as a money lender and could be considered to be Paul’s father.\(^5^1\) The scribes of the University register rarely noted the cognomen Leubman, but in those cases where Paul himself wrote the minutes of the faculty sittings, he always included it – decanatus primus magistri Pauli Leubman de Mellico. During two further periods of office as dean, he jotted them down similarly.\(^5^2\) Was this a form of commemoration to his Jewish father who had maybe been murdered in the Geserah? This is something we do not know. Paulus de Mellico died on January 22, 1479 – he must

---

\(^4^9\) *Die Akten der Theologischen Fakultät der Universität Wien (1396–1508)*, ed. by Paul Uiblein, Vol. 2 (Vienna: Verband der wissenschaftlichen Gesellschaft Österreichs, 1978), p. 689. Uiblein writes that Paulus ‘was designated as neophitus quite often’; this is not the case, the denomination neophitus just shows up in 1427, when Paul only was baccalaureus, see the next remark.


\(^5^1\) Geyer-Sailer, *Urkunden*, Register, p. 601: eight entries on Leubman, son of Josef from Mönling.

\(^5^2\) *Die Akten der Theologischen Fakultät der Universität Wien (1396–1508)*, vol. 2, pp. 252, 257, 266.
therefore have been around 20 years old at the time of his entry in the university; further, he may have been baptised as a youth and educated at Melk Abbey.

Another chance find confirms Paul’s Jewish origin: In August 1438, Empress Elisabeth, wife of Albrecht V – at this time already Emperor Albrecht II – instructed the mayor and council of Pressburg/Bratislava to hand over to our getrewn lieben Meister Paulus de Melliko (‘truthful dear master Paulus de Melliko’) his Muhme (i.e. his aunt), ‘a Jewess and her Jewish child’ upon personal conveyance of her letter. 53 Nothing is known about the further fate of woman and child but we can assume that they were not allowed to keep their Jewish faith with Paulus in Vienna.

The repeated election of Paulus for rector as egregius vir, excellent man, 54 allows us to assume a perfect integration within the academic and theological world and high esteem for him as a person. Careers like these can be found among New Christians in Spain, who were, however, often torn between the chance to reach highest positions and the religious mistrust against them. 55 If a careful conclusion may be drawn from the topics of Paul’s intellectual production – the study of which I am not qualified for – he might have been one among the particularly devoted and eager converts: amongst his works we find one about the planetary configuration and – maybe not coincidentally – a commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews and on Good Friday. 56 The Austrian National Library’s catalogue of manuscripts contains a number of codices which Paulus Leubman de Mellico had presented to the Collectium ducale, the first house of the University of Vienna, and to the Rosenburse, a student hall and centre in Vienna. 57 Among them there is a theological collection, written by Thomas Ebendorfer. 58 Like Paulus Leubman, Thomas Ebendorfer, who had died 15 years earlier in 1464, several times had been


56 Joseph Aschbach, Geschichte der Wiener Universität im ersten Jahrhundert ihres Bestehens. Festschrift zu ihrer fünfhundertjährigen Gründungsfeier (Vienna: Verlag der K. K. Universität, 1865), pp. 558–60, but he is not mentioning Paul as a ‘neophitus’; and his dates concerning Paul’s university career are not exact.


58 Austrian National Library, Cod. 4954 Han.
dean of the Theological Faculty of the University of Vienna. It is most probable that the two scholars knew each other very well. But we cannot prove that Paulus was the *neophitus* who helped Ebendorfer to translate the Hebrew anti-Christian concoction *Toldot Yeshu*. Our sources speak of Ebendorfer *cuiusdam Neophiti in hebraea lingua satis periti fretus auxilio* (‘relying on the help of a certain neophite who had a great expertise in the Hebrew language’). But the man’s name is never mentioned. In consideration of Paul’s catholic piety, this assumption is not to be ruled out.

Paul is, however, not the only *neophitus* who enrolled between the late 1420ies and the 1450s at that University. I would like to thank Martin Wägendorfer (Munich), who is currently indexing the medieval University acts and registers and who called my attention to one *Augustinus neophitus* in 1427, to another *Augustinus quondam neophitus* in 1439, and to one *Johannes Judeus baptisatus* already in 1416.

The registers of the Faculty of Medicine, which Sonia Horn analysed for her doctoral thesis, have brought out additional reference to baptised Jews – a fact that is in itself not surprising as Jewish doctors were part of any medieval town’s landscape. Already four months after the *Geserah*, on July 31st, 1421, the Faculty of Medicine had to deal with a certain Caspar, *iudeum baptisatum*, who had been working as doctor without its approbation. Caspar cited Albrecht V’s permission, who actually avowed himself to be his advocate at the faculty. The dispute wore on until January 1423, and it not clear how it turned out. Caspar – also once referred to as Caspar *neophitus* – is however not listed amongst the authorized doctors. We cannot make out whether Caspar lacked the required knowledge, 

---


60 University Archive Vienna (UAW) Ph 7: *Liber secundus actorum Facultatis artium 1416–1443*, fol. 88r, 3rd line (*Augustus neophitus de Wienna 1427/28*), fol. 141r, 8th line (*Augustinus quondam neophitus 1439*), fol. 2r (*Johannes Judeus baptisatus 1416*). The last two bynames are not to be found in online database ‘Wiener Artistenregister’ 1416–1447, only *Augustus neophitus de Wienna*, p. 57 (sub dato 1427 I, 22.7.1427), 5117, b-2.


whether the faculty did not want to admit further competition, or whether his Jewish origin was the reason for the rejection. We do know for sure, though, that Albrecht V entered into a power game with the University for the sake of Caspar, thereby causing the *neophiti* to become what Jews had been before – pawns between two forces. Whether Caspar was Albrecht’s ‘personal physician’ – as claimed by Samuel Krauss – is not proven.63

Two further baptised *empirici* (‘doctors practicing without the Medical Faculty’s approbation’) kept the faculty busy. We know of one *empiricus omnino illiteratus* (‘a practicing student fully lacking in letters’), who obviously did not speak any Latin in August 1438. We have also one Johann Gabriel *baptizatus*, who failed his exam in July 1442 and complained that he had been examined too harshly. The latter clearly did not leave Vienna, for in May 1451 he received another summons to the faculty.64 From the 1450s onwards, a number of students from the ‘Rhenish nation’ – from Günzburg, Worms, and Passau – matriculated at the university and were referred to as *neophiti*.65

Some Failed Lives

Among the baptised Jews in Austria there were certainly also some who failed to succeed in their new lives. Yet we only hear of those if they came in conflict with the law. One infamous example is the *taufi christjud* (‘baptised Christian Jew’) Hans Veyol who accepted baptism numerous times in order to get hold of the baptism gifts, who deceived and denounced others and eventually was condemned to die in Regensburg by drowning.66 Begging and travelling baptised Jewesses were successful as fortune tellers. This has allowed Rudolf Glanz to refer to the entire baptism of Jews as a ‘new, spivvy sector of industry’, which resulted in a reversal of order, as Christian beggars could pretend they were converted Jews.67

---

Conclusion

In contrast to other episodes of forced conversion, like in Spain or Southern Italy, the Austrian Jews were neither stigmatised nor excluded. They were integrated in the city of Vienna and its community or in smaller towns like Klosterneuburg. After one generation, their Jewish origin was not visible anymore. What connects all those individual fates after the Geserah is not only the baptism following a violent – or at least life-endangering – situation but also the positive attention Albrecht V gave them. Albrecht V, who went down in history as a brutal murderer and persecutor of Jews, supported baptised children, women and men by granting them alimentary pensions, gifts of money and houses. In addition, he tried to intervene – as was the case with Caspar – to their advantage. It is possible that he acted with the intention to follow canon law, and to therefore return to the baptised Jews the heritage of their evicted and murdered parents.68 Under his rule, a Paulus de Mellico, also a protégé of Albrecht’s wife Elisabeth, was able to rise to highest honours and be elected rector numerous times.

Those friendly measures towards New Christians reveal the burning of Austrian Jews to have been even more drastically motivated by religion than scholarship has up until now assumed. Obviously, Albrecht V’s primary motives were neither political nor financial. He fought against Jews only as long as they persisted in their religious ‘error’. Once they had become Christians, they stood under his personal protection. It seems that c. 1420 Judaism was no longer considered to be a specific religion, but only a deviation from the Christian faith, a heresy which could only be atoned for with death by fire.

This thesis is confirmed by a charter which was published by Franz Kurz in 1835. This remarkable text has therefore been known for more than 150 years, yet has not been analysed until now. On September 27th, 1421 Jakob of Krems, etwann genant ytsekl Jud – ‘formerly known as Jew Isak’ – confessed that he had been incarcerated in Krems (an hour west of Vienna) because he had admitted without torture that he was planning to leave the Christian faith and to return to the ‘Jewish and heretical faith.’ He had therefore ‘forfeited life and soul.’ ‘With God’s mercy’ – also towards his wife and children – the judge and council of Krems released him under the condition that Jakob swore an oath to remain from now on true to Christianity and not accept another faith.69 They followed the

Schwabenspiegel, which stated that a recidivist convert was to be forced to remain true to the Christian faith by secular and clerical courts or sentenced to death by fire. It is very likely that Isak-Jakob’s family was well-known to the council of Krems, a city which along with Vienna and Wiener Neustadt held one of the three oldest Jewish communities in Medieval Austria.

This charter gives a solid base to the note in the Kleine Klosterneuburger Chronik that ‘numerous’ people who had wanted to return to Judaism were burnt to death. As postulated by Pope Clement VI in his 1267 encyclical turbato corde, relapsi such as heretics were to be punished by burning at the stake. Jews were presented to the Inquisition if they supported these reconverts, received them in the Jewish community or refused their denunciation. They were subject to the same criteria as those Christians who supported heretics. From the late thirteenth century onwards – and in particular during the Hussite rebellion – the identification of Jews with Christian heretics can also be noticed in Ashkenaz. The last step to actual burnings of Jews for reasons of faith was not so wide any more.

Numerous legal opinions (responsa) from the 1420s to the 1460s, owed to the like of Israel Isserlein, Israel Bruna, Jakob Weil and Maharil, concerned themselves with the problem of forced converts, their wives and children, and those ready for atonement. Rabbi Isserlein, who had lost his mother and his uncle Aron Blümlein in the Geserah and whose little cousin had been forced to baptism, passed down to us a strict ritual of atonement in accordance with the tradition of the Chasside Ashkenaz, a small, but influential group of Rhenish scholars and pietists of the thirteenth century. Whether he dared impose it on an atonement-willing apostate has not been recorded.

‘Urfehlde’ is followed by an extensive declaration of oath of truce. In spite of the correct transcription of the document, Kurz interpreted it as him having confessed under torture.

70 Magin, ‘Wie es umb der iuden recht stet’, p. 175.